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Abstract� This paper presents the results of a numerical study of shock interactions resulting from Mach
�� air �ow about a sharp double cone� Computations are made with the direct simulation Monte Carlo
�DSMC� method by using two di�erent codes� the G� code of Bird and the DAC �DSMC Analysis Code�
code of LeBeau� The �ow conditions are the pretest nominal free	stream conditions speci
ed for the ONERA
R�Ch low	density wind tunnel� The focus is on the sensitivity of the interactions to grid resolution while
providing information concerning the �ow structure and surface results for the extent of separation� heating�
pressure� and skin friction�

INTRODUCTION

Shock�shock and shock�boundary layer interactions continue to receive considerable attention because of
their impact on the performance and design requirements of hypersonic vehicles� Developing an experimental
database from a broad range of ground�based test facilities is a key element in providing the basis for assessing
the practicality and accuracy with which various computational methods can be applied for such complex �ows�
Recent ��� and proposed ��� experiments along with computational studies are providing such information for
relatively low Reynolds number conditions� The recent experiments conducted by Calspan�University at Bu�alo
Research Center 	CUBRC
 personnel ��� provide a substantial database for ������� double cones� both sharp
and blunted� where the experiments were performed in hypersonic shock tunnels� These tests were conducted in
nitrogen and included surface measurements for heating and pressure and schlieren imagery at Mach numbers
ranging from ��� to ����� Computations� using both computational �uid dynamic 	CFD
 and DSMC methods�
have been performed for several of the CUBRC experiments� and an initial comparison and assessment of the
experimental and computational data was presented in Ref� ���� Subsequent studies and examination of the
original experimental�computational results have identi�ed several signi�cant �ndings� One �nding is that grid
resolved DSMC solutions for the CUBRC biconic test conditions are not practical ���� and� consequently� the
coarse grid solutions that have been made fail to predict the correct details of the separated region� Yet for the
same problems� a number of continuum CFD solutions have provided fair to good agreement with the CUBRC
data for the extent of the separated region� A second �nding is that both DSMC and CFD solutions can di�er
substantially 	as much as �� percent� as discussed in Ref� ���
 with the measured heating rates upstream of the
separated region� that is� for laminar �ow about either sharp ��� or blunted cones ��� at zero incidence� With
di�erences of this magnitude� additional studies were done to understand�de�ne the �ow conditions for which
the CUBRC measurements were made� Initial results of a reconciliation e�ort are described in Ref� ��� with a
new set of free�stream conditions presented in Ref� ����
As the reconciliation process evolves for the CUBRC test cases� new experiments are being prepared ��� for

a ������� double cone model in a conventional low�density wind tunnel at ONERA 	O�ce National d��Etudes
et de Recherches A�erospatiales
� The ONERA tests will be performed in the R�Ch wind tunnel and are the
focus of the current computational investigation� The R�Ch �ow conditions are more amenable to DSMC
simulation but are still very demanding� as is demonstrated in the present study� The ONERA experiments



will be for Mach �� air �ow at a low Reynolds number condition 	Re
��d � ������ where d is the maximum

model diameter
� For the double�cone models investigated� the �rst cone is sharp with a half angle of ���� while
the second cone has a half angle of ���� This double cone geometry produces strong shock interactions because
the attached shock from the �rst cone interacts with the detached bow shock from the second cone� Also�
the outer shocks are modi�ed by the separation and reattachment shocks where the extent of �ow separation
is signi�cant for the current combination of model size and �ow conditions� Results presented emphasize the
sensitivity of the surface quantities 	heating� pressure� and skin friction
 to grid resolution� Future opportunities
will exist for comparing the current computational data with the ONERA experiments� These experiments
��� will include surface results from pressure� heating rate� and oil �ow measurements and �ow visualization
from electron beam �uorescence 	EBF
 measurements� Careful comparisons and analysis of computational and
experimental results are essential in establishing con�dence in both the data and the computational tools�
The DSMC codes used in the current study are the parallel DAC 	DSMC Analysis Code
 code of LeBeau

����� and the scalar G� code of Bird �������� Major emphasis will be on the DAC results since the current
study indicates that it is not practical 	excessive run time
 to obtain a grid resolved solution for the current
problem with a scalar 	single processor
 code such as G��

DSMC CODES

The DSMC codes used in the current study are the DAC code of LeBeau ������ software that provides �D�
�D� and axisymmetric capabilities� and the general �D�axisymmetric code of Bird ������� 	G�
� The molecular
collisions are simulated with the variable hard sphere 	VHS
 molecular model� Energy exchange between
kinetic and internal modes is controlled by the Larsen�Borgnakke statistical model ����� For the present study�
the simulations are performed by using nonreacting gas models while considering energy exchange between
translational� rotational� and vibrational modes� The model surface is assumed to have a speci�ed constant
temperature� Full thermal accommodation and di�use re�ection are assumed for the gas�surface interactions�
The DAC code used in the current study makes use of the parallel option and the recently introduced axisym�

metric capability ���� of the DAC software� The DAC software gains much of its �exibility and performance by
decoupling the grids used to resolve the �ow �eld and surface geometry� The surface geometry is discretized
by using an unstructured triangular grid representation� which permits a great deal of boundary condition
�exibility on the surface� A two�level embedded Cartesian grid is employed for the �ow��eld discretization so
that �ow��eld property variations may be handled more e�ciently� This gridding strategy also uses the DAC
preprocessor software to address the task of creating an appropriate �ow��eld grid�
The computational domain of the �ow �eld is bounded by user speci�ed limits� This computational domain

is divided into a Cartesian network of cells with constant� yet independent spacing in each of the coordinate
directions� The cells of this �rst level of Cartesian discretization are referred to as level�I cells� The resolution
of this grid is typically set based on the minimum desired �ow��eld sampling resolution for a given problem�
To further re�ne the �ow��eld grid in areas of increased density or high gradients� each level�I cell can have an
additional level of embedded Cartesian re�nement� level�II cells� This second level of re�nement is independent
for each level�I cell and is also variable in each of the coordinate directions should re�nement in a speci�c
direction be desired� The procedure used in the current study was to do a series of grid re�nements�adaptions
once an initial solution based on a level�I discretization was obtained� Each re�nement is based on computed
�ow properties of the previous solution and user speci�ed parameters that control 	for example� the local
cell dimensions are based on local mean free path or local �ow gradients
 the cell resolution� The achieved
cell resolution is usually close to the user speci�ed value throughout the computational domain� By carefully
stepping through a series of adaptions� one can identify the sensitivity of the solution to grid resolution and�
at the same time� ensure that the grid adaption� local time steps� and cell�simulated molecule populations are
based on time�converged values�
For the G� simulations� the computational domain consisted of an arbitrary number of regions� Each region

is subdivided into cells where the collision rate is set by the cell average properties� Also� the cells in selected
regions are subdivided into subcells to enhance the spatial resolution used to select collision partners and
thereby minimize the loss of angular momentum and viscous transport errors� In general� the cell dimensions
within a region were nonuniform in both directions� with geometric stretching exceeding an order of magnitude
in some regions� The macroscopic quantities are time�averaged results extracted from the individual cells�
Since the computational regions were not run with necessarily the same time step� it was essential that steady
state conditions be established before generating the �nal time�averaged results� Steady state was assumed to
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FIGURE �� ONERA sharp double cone model where x is measured from the vertex�

TABLE �� Nominal pretest free	stream and surfacea conditions for the ONERA

R�Ch tunnel�

V�� �� � ���� n� � ������ T�� p�� Gas M� Re
��d TW �

ms kgm� m�� K Nm� K
������ ����� ����� ���� ���� Air ���� �� ��� �����
a Di�use with full thermal accommodation�

occur when all molecules used in the simulation� the average molecules used in each region� and the surface
quantities 	locations and size of the separation region� and heating
 became essentially constant when they
were time averaged over signi�cant time intervals�

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR A SHARP DOUBLE CONE

Details of the model con�guration that will be used in the ONERA tests are presented in Fig� �� For this
sharp double cone model� the �rst cone has a half angle of ��� and the second cone has a half angle of ����
The two cones are the same length 	����� mm
� while the projected length of the �rst cone on the x�axis
is ����� mm� Table � provides a summary of the free�stream and surface boundary conditions used in the
current study� Information concerning calculated locations and extent of separation are included in Table � as
a function of grid or cell density for both G� and DAC simulations� Extent of separation is presented in terms
of two measurements� 	�
 the distance measured along the x�axis of the model and 	�
 the wetted distance
along the surface s� The Reynolds number is based on free�stream conditions with a characteristic length d�
the maximum diameter of the model� For the R�Ch �ow conditions� the Sutherland viscosity has been used in
de�ning the Reynolds number to be consistent with experimentally reported values�
Two DSMC codes are used in the present study to predict the �ow features about a biconic that has

signi�cant shock interactions� For the current problem� the solutions obtained with the scalar G� code used

�



TABLE �� Results of DSMC calculations for a ������ sharp double cone�

Code Cells Subcells xS� mm xR� mm �xL sS� mm sR� mm �sL�
G� �� ��� �� ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
G� �� ��� ��� ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
G� �� ��� ��� ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
G� ��� ��� � ��� ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
DAC ��� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
DAC ��� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
DAC � ��� ��� � ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
DAC � ��� ��� � ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

high aspect ratio cells 	cells whose dimensions are very large in the �ow direction compared to the surface
normal direction
� an approach that reduces the computational requirements and has been successfully applied
to many classes of problems free of shock interactions� If one could use a grid resolution such that the cell
dimensions are on the order of the local mean free path� the prevailing evidence suggests that the solution
would be grid independent� With such a resolution� the computational requirements would be substantially
larger� requiring parallel resources to obtain solutions for the more demanding problems� Consequently� the
parallel DAC code� with the axisymmetric option� was used to provide a much higher level of grid re�nement
than is possible with G��
Table � provides the key �ndings of the present study as to the e�ect of grid resolution on the calculated

extent or size of the separation region� First� the G� and DAC results show that the calculated separation
extent increases with grid re�nement� an expected result consistent with previous DSMC simulations for related
problems� Second� it was not practical to obtain a grid converged solution using the scalar G� code� since the
run time on a single processor SGI R�� ��� work station was approximately two months for the �nest grid
simulation� Third� the DAC results from a series of grid re�nement solutions show evidence of achieving or
approaching a grid resolved solution� The number of cells for the �nest grid DAC solution was almost an order
of magnitude greater than that used in the �nest grid G� solution� Even though the �nest grid G� solution
had a large number of subcells� about the same as the number of cells in the �nest grid DAC solution� the
results for the extent of separation are very di�erent from that of the �nest grid DAC solution�
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Fig� �a� G� parameters and results� Fig� �b� DAC parameters and results�

FIGURE �� Finest grid solutions for biconic � computational domain� streamlines� and density contours�

Results presented in Figs� � through � provide additional insight as to the sensitivity of �ow��eld and surface
results to grid resolution� Figures � through � present information concerning the computational domain�
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FIGURE �� E�ect of grid resolution on DAC calculated surface quantities�

solution parameters� and results for the �nest grid simulations obtained with each of the two codes� As
indicated in Fig� �a� the G� computational domain contained eight arbitrary regions� where the computational
time step and scaling factor relating real to simulated molecules are constant within a given region� Also
included in Fig� �a are the region time step values ratioed to the region one value along with the number of
cells and subcells in each region� The DAC computational domain is described in Fig� �b� where the upper
portion of the domain ends at y � ����� m� The number of level�I cells within the computational domain
was only a fraction of the user speci�ed number of cells in the x and y directions 	nsdx � ��� and nsdy �
��
� since the xy computational domain is not rectangular� This level�I cell resolution corresponds to a cell
resolution of approximately a local mean free path in the undisturbed free stream� The number of level�II
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FIGURE �� Simulation history and surface coe�cient results for 
nest grid DAC simulation�

cells within each level�I cell is a function of the local �ow condition and the user speci�ed parameters gfact

and maxded� The gfact parameter is the target resolution of the cell size ratioed to the local mean free path�
���� in the present case� The maxded parameter serves as a constraint on the number of subdivisions that a
level�I cell can be subdivided in either the x or y directions� �� in the present case� The maximum number of
subdivisions any level�I cell experienced for the �nest grid simulation was approximately �� along either the x
or y directions� that is� about ��� level�II cells within a given level�I cell� Consequently� a maxded of �� was
not a grid constraint in the �ne grid simulation�

The general �ow��eld features are indicated in Fig� � where several arbitrary stream lines and two density
contours 	���� and ��� times the free�stream value
 are shown� The locations for separation and reattachment
are indicated by S and R� respectively� The impact of grid resolution is apparent from an examination of the
�ow��eld features� but even more so from the comparison of surface results such as those shown in Fig� �
for heating and pressure distributions� Upstream of separation� the two solutions are in close agreement with
respect to both heating and pressure distributions�

Figures � and � present results highlighting the DAC simulations� Figures �a and �b present the calculated
surface heating rate and pressure distributions resulting from four separate simulations� where the grid used in
each of the four solutions is inferred or adapted to the results from the previous solution� Results and details
for the initial solution using only level�I cells 	� x ���
 are not shown because this simulation did not produce
a separation region� The present sequential grid adaptions and simulations show that the extent of separation
continues to increase with grid re�nement and potentially approaches a constant value as a grid resolved
simulation is achieved� This later point is not conclusive based on the present simulations since adaption � is
just a repeat of adaption � in terms of the user set parameters� however� the fourth adaption does produce
some additional grid re�nement and adjustment in the number of simulated molecules� In fact� the present
DAC simulations indicate that the number of adaptions to achieve a grid resolved solution is signi�cant for the
current problem�

The simulation history for the �nest grid solution 	Fig� �a
 shows the evolution of the total number of
simulated molecules and details concerning the separation region 	separation denoted by xS� reattachment by
xR� and the extent of separation by �x
� The total number of time steps used in this simulation was �������
where the time averaged �ow��eld and surface quantities were extracted from the last �� ��� time steps� The
data shown in Fig� �a suggest that a steady state is achieved at approximately ������ time steps� consequently�
the current results for the �nest grid simulation are time resolved� As indicated in Fig� �b� the global time
step for the present simulation was �� ns� furthermore� an examination of the contours of the local cell time
steps 	not shown
 shows that the time steps within the shock layer enveloping the biconic have values that are
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predominantly in the range of ��� to ��� of the global value� with the major portion being in the range of ���
to ���� Additional inspection shows that the individual cells were populated with approximately ten molecules
per cell and that the size of the cells in relation to the local mean free path was well aligned with the target
value of ����� Within the shock layer� the calculated maximum value for the overall kinetic temperature was
�� K� the maximum density was ���� times the free�stream value� and the maximum scalar pressure was ���
times the free�stream value� The large separated region 	Fig� �b
 has a single vortex embedded in subsonic
�ow�
Figure �b presents a summary of the DAC surface results for the �nest grid solution in coe�cient form

	heating� pressure� and skin friction
� Also shown is a sketch of the double cone model and vertical lines
indicating the locations for separation and reattachment� as inferred from the surface friction distribution
	reversal in sign of shear stress
� The qualitative features are consistent with experimental trends based on
laminar separated �ows ����� First� the separation position 	indicated by the vertical line labeled S in Fig� �b

is in close agreement with the location of the �rst in�ection point 	maximum slope
 of the initial pressure rise
and is also the location at which the heat transfer rate decreases signi�cantly with respect to that for a single
pointed cone� Second� the pressure reaches a plateau for a signi�cantly large separation region� while the heat
transfer is signi�cantly reduced� Third� at or preceding the intersection of the two cones 	x�L � ���
� the heat
transfer experiences a minimum and then increases rapidly� as does the pressure� with increasing distance along
the second cone� The current results show that the peak heating and pressure along the second cone occur
slightly downstream of reattachment 	indicated by the vertical line R
�
Unfortunately� a solution that displays qualitative features that are in agreement with experimental �ndings

is not necessarily a good solution� as demonstrated by the present results for the coarser grid simulations�
The current DAC simulation must undergo careful comparisons with experimental measurements and other
numerical simulations to establish con�dence in the results� However� the current �ndings do suggest that most
of the previous G� solutions presented by the �rst author for the ������� sharp double cone problem 	Refs�
����� ����� and ����� for example
 were made with a coarse grid� and the G� results are qualitative at best for
those cases in which the Reynolds number was similar to or higher than that of the current test case�

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Results of a computational study are presented for Mach �� air �ow about a sharp double cone where the
combination of model size and �ow conditions produces a signi�cant separated �ow region with associated
shock�shock and shock�boundary layer interactions� The computations are made with the direct simulation
Monte Carlo 	DSMC
 method by using two codes� the G� code of Bird and the DAC 	DSMC Analysis Code

code of LeBeau� The results presented provide insight into the nature of the shock interactions� their impact on
surface quantities� and the sensitivity of the results to computational parameters� Particular emphasis is given
to the e�ects of grid resolution because results from both codes show that the extent of separation grows with
increasing grid re�nement as the grid�resolved state is achieved� Furthermore� results for the present problem
show that it is not practical to achieve a grid�resolved DSMC solution with a scalar code such as G� but is
possible with a parallel code such as DAC�
The calculated extent of separation is quite large for the present problem� with the wetted length of the

separated �ow exceeding the length of either of the two cones� Opportunities should exist for comparing the
current results with experimental measurements for surface heating and pressure distributions� along with the
location of separation and reattachment from oil �ow measurements�
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